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Doubt is a Body
for solo violin and electronics
(World Premiere - 2018)

Clarice Collins – violin

James O’Callaghan

Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues
for two pianos
(1980 - Arizona Premiere)

Gavin Laur & Jeremiah Sweeney – pianos

Frederic Rzewski

Wild Desert (2018)
for violin & piano

Christiano Rodriguez— violin
Karen Nguyen – piano

Rodney Rogers

Deception
for clarinet, violin, cello and piano
(2014 - Arizona Premiere)

Joshua Bennett - clarinet
Clarice Collins - violin
Jacob Barker - cello
Juliana Witt – piano

Laura Kaminsky

Workers Union (1975)
for ensemble

Simone Mancuso conductor
Kristi Hanno - alto clarinet
Joshua Bennett - bass clarinet
Julia Broome-Robinson - trombone
Jingya Zhou - percussion
Travis Rowland - vibraphone
Benjamin Yats - timpani
Jacob Barker - cello
Juliana Witt - piano
Karen Nguyen – piano

Louis Andriessen

School of Music
ASU Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts
Arizona State University